FINANCE MANAGER ANNOUNCES EXECUTIVE PROMOTIONS
EAST SETAUKET, NY—This year, amidst the uncertainty of the pandemic, Finance
Manager was proud to celebrate its 30th Anniversary. The unprecedented last year has
led to the evolution of many companies as they look to the future, and we are no
exception. Finance Manager is focused on preparing for the years ahead, concentrating
on providing optimal support to its clients and developing new innovative technology.
A key part of that preparation includes several executive changes within Finance
Manager going forward. Effective immediately, Founder and President Ronald J. Bovich
will be assuming the role of CEO of Finance Manager. This transition will allow him to
remain involved in the overall strategic direction of the company, while stepping back
from his daily executive responsibilities.
With this change, Mercedes I. Burgos has been promoted to President of Finance
Manager. Burgos has been part of Finance Manager for the past 21 years, most recently
serving as Vice President since 2005 and brings a wealth of experience to her position. In
her new role, she will be responsible for the day-to-day operations of the company,
while also working to develop new business opportunities.
“My hope for the future of Finance Manager includes continued growth, maintaining
our professional staff, and providing the best possible products and support to our
existing and future clients along with our Regional Information Partners,” said Bovich.
“Mercedes and I have worked together for more than 20 years to provide a creative
environment and I believe that the future of FM is very bright with her taking the lead.”
Burgos is poised to take that lead and build upon her wealth of experience. “I have been
in the software business for more than 30 years, 21 of them spent with Finance
Manager. I can honestly say that it has, by far, been the most challenging and fulfilling
company I have ever worked for,” she said. “During my years here, I’ve had the
challenge of being Director of Product Development and pushing our software towards
its GUI stage. More recently, I had the excitement of being Vice President as we
successfully launched nVision and celebrated its success and the conversion to a new
platform. Throughout the years, Ron Bovich has been an exceptional mentor every step
of the way and I am fortunate now to have the opportunity as the new President of
Finance Manager to take the company to the next level.”

Finance Manager is also pleased to announce two additional appointments within its
staff. Brian Alessi has been promoted to Vice President of Product Development. Alessi
joined Finance Manager in 1998 and since then has been instrumental in the design and
advancement of the company’s software products. “Finance Manager’s software
products are continually evolving and growing,” said Burgos. “We always strive to give
our customers what they want and need, and Brian has been at the forefront of this
evolution. His knowledge and expertise will be key in taking our products to a new
level.”
Ralph Scorza has been promoted to Vice President of Application Support Services.
Scorza is a nearly 17-year veteran of Finance Manager and will continue to be based in
the company’s Albany office. “Finance Manager has always been extremely proud of its
exceptional support team. They have the knowledge our customers need and the
response time required. As leader of that team, Ralph has, and will continue to have, a
great deal to do with their success,” said Burgos.
As always, Finance Manager will strive to offer the superior products and unparalleled
customer support that the company has prided itself on for the last 30 years. Our clients
can feel secure that most interactions within our support, development, and sales
administration will remain unchanged as we work to ensure a seamless transition. We
look forward to proudly serving you for years to come.
Should you have any questions or concerns regarding these personnel promotions,
please feel free to contact Lauren Esposito, Marketing Coordinator, at
LEsposito@financemgr.com or 631-941-1313 x5245.
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